Neuropeptides comprise a diverse group of chemically distinct molecules, contained in and released from a range of sensory nerves. They are involved in the formation, transmission, modulation and perception of all types of pain (physiological, neuropathic and inflammatory). This fact is reflected on their wide distribution, from primary sensory neurons to the dorsal root ganglia of the spinal cord and the brain. With the recent advent of molecular cloning techniques, transgenic animal models and the development of non peptide agonists/antagonists, efforts to describe their roles in the nociceptive processes at the molecular level have revealed a complicated pattern in terms of their localization, function and receptor expression. They co-localize with other neuropeptides or with neurotransmitters (ie. GABA) within the same nerve-ending; when released, they either block or enhance the effect of these other neurotransmitters and/or neuropeptides. In addition, neuropeptides, such as calcitonin-gene-related peptide (CGRP) and neuropeptide tyrosine (NPY), have been found to be expressed and released from non-neuronal cells, acting via the same (or more distant) receptors as their neuronal counterparts. Peptide expression is also characterized by plasticity under normal and experimental conditions, a trait related to their pleiotropic function. On the other hand, it is probable that neuropeptide action is characterized by considerable redundancy, which may account for the poor performance of individual neuropeptide inhibitors in clinical trials. This situation may well change however, as more and more neuropeptide targets are being characterized and techniques for the specific ablation of entire neuropeptide-synthesizing neurones are being developed. Hopefully, novel pain treatments based on the targeting of neuropeptide action are going to replace - or, at least, complement - the current use of opiate drugs, leading to increased efficacy and reduced adverse effects, in the not-too-distant future.
